
Flight 6

Tasks #19, #20, #21, #22, #23

Sunrise/Sunset 06:12 20:48
Min. ILP → all goals
Next briefing
QNH

Task 19 GBM Task order in order

a.
b.

MMA R75m
Marker color yellow
Marker drop free
Loggermarker 1

Task 20 MDD Task order in order

a.

MMA R75m
Marker color white, pink
Marker drop free
Loggermarker

Task 21 RTA Task order in order

a.

b.
c.

MMA
Marker color
Marker drop
Loggermarker

Task 22 3DT Task order
in any order, but not 
split

a.

MMA
Marker color
Marker drop
Loggermarker

Task 23 FON Task order in any order

a.
b.
c.

d.
MMA
Marker color
Marker drop
Loggermarker 2

Note: The pilot must declare, before passing gridline 6600, his flight duration from the first trackpoint after crossing gridline 6700 until last 
trackpoint before crossing gridline 6900
The declaration must be in loggergoal #1 and have the following format:
xxxx/mmss        where mm = minutes and ss = seconds. xxxxx will be ignored.
The result is the difference (absolute) in time between the declared duration and the actual duration.
Smallest result is best.

the declaration point must be min. 3 km away from the center point

3. layer: r = 1.000m, 3.750ft bis 4.500ft, factor 3x

2. layer: r = 1.500m, 3.001ft bis 3.750ft, factor 2x

1. layer: r = 2.000m, 2.000 bis 3.000ft, factor 1x

Goals available for declaration

Minimum and maximum distances between declaration point 

entire contest area
Scoring period
Scoring area

Method of declaration
1
in loggergoal #3, max. 3 valid declarations

any coordinate with altitude: goal altitude must be at least 750ft higher or 
lower than declaration point
min. 2 km    -   no max.

Fly On (Rule 15.5)

all active
not required

18:00

Pilot Declared Race to Area (Rule 15.10)

Number of goals permitted

Scoring area

Arrangements of timing first trackpoint after crossing gridline 6700 until last trackpoint before 
crossing gridline 6900

Description of scoring area(s) between gridlines 6700 and 6900

entire contest area

see sketchScoring area
Scoring period ends at 0900

Task data sheet

see sketch, physical marker in the grey area, Loggermarker outside MMADescription of scoring area(s)

Gordon Bennett Memorial (Rule 15.8)

Launch area
Launch period
PZs in force
Solo flight

1km

1020

Individual launch
06:12 - 07:20

Position of goal/target 7500 - 6410   1.283ft

ends at 0815Scoring period

Description of scoring area(s) 7675 - 6666   1.640ft
Markers must be dropped in A-A or B-B.

Scoring period ends at 0815
Scoring area entire contest area

Minimum Distance Double Drop (Rule 15.15)

ends at 0900

ends at 0900

stacked cake, centerpoint every coordinate in loggergoal #2

3D-Task (Rule 15.20)

Scoring period

Scoring area entire contest area

Description of set airspaces

10m approx. 65m

A

B A

B


